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Let G be a connected semisimple real Lie group. Let H be a reductive connected 
subgroup of G. Let us assume that H contains a compact Cartan subgroup of G. 
In her thesis, S. Martens (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 72, No. 9, 1925, 3275-3276) 
proved that a holomorphic square integrable representation of G restricts discretely 
to H. In this paper we prove that for G= SU(2, 1) and H= U(1, 1) the so-called 
nonholomorphic discrete series of G restricts continuously to H. We also compute 
restrictions of nondegenerate limits of discrete series of SU(n, 1) to U(n- 1, 1). 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G = SU(n, l), that is, G is the group of unimodular (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
complex matrices that leaves invariant the hermitian form 1~~1’ + . .. + 
lzA2-lz?l+l 12. Then the subgroup T of diagonal matrices in G is a com- 
pact torus in G. The intersection of the unitary group in (n + 1)-variables 
and G determines a maximal compact subgroup K of G and a Cartan 
decomposition g = k@~ of the Lie algebra g = su(n, 1) of G. A root of 
(gc, tc) is called compact (noncompact) according that its root space is 
contained in h&p,). For g=su(2, l), there is a system of positive roots 
!P= {/?,, fi2, oz=pl +p,} of (gc, to) such that PIP2 are simple and non- 
compact and a is compact. If we denote the (j, j) entries of a diagonal 
matrix by ai then /?,=a,-a,, P2=u3--a,, a=a,-a,. 
Let B denote either a, or /32, and let H be the analytic subgroup of G 
corresponding to the real form in g of the complex Lie algebra 
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hc=k+g,+g-p. ( Here, g, denotes the root space determined by the 
root y.) If fi = /I2 then H is the subgroup 
a 0 0 
H= 
0 
B ’ 
LIES’, BE U(1, I), adet B= 1 
0 I 
Even though there are two H’s, they are K-conjugated. Thus, from the 
point of view of representation theory they are alike. 
According to a theorem of Harish Chandra, to each nonsingular charac- 
ter e” of T, there is associated an irreducible square integral representation 
V, of G so that its distribution character restricted to the set of regular 
matrices in T agrees with the function 
I,, #rk E(W) f? 
n (eY/2 -p/2) 
Here W, is the group of linear transformations of t, generated by the reflec- 
tion about c(, and the product runs over all the roots which have a positive 
inner product with 1. He also proved that this construction is exhaustive. 
We are now ready to state: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let V, be an irreducible square integrable r presentation 
of SW(2, 1) so that (A, /Ii) > 0, i= 1, 2 (A is dominant with respect o Y). 
Then Vi restricted H is a continuous direct sum of unitary principal series 
for H. (See (* *).) 
COROLLARY. V, has no H-invariant closed irreducible subspaces (compare 
with [7]). 
For the next proposition let us recall that a unitary irreducible represen- 
tation is called a nondegenerate limit of discrete series if it is a proper sub- 
representation of a unitary principal series of G = SU(n, 1). Then in [5] it 
is shown that this unitary principal series is precisely the sum of two non- 
degenerate limits of discrete series. Let H be a subgroup of SU(n, 1) defined 
by 
H= , dEC, AeU(n-1, l):(detA)d=l 
PROPOSITION 2. Let V be a nondegenerate limit of discrete series for 
G = SU(n, 1). Then G restricted toH is a sum of discrete series for H and 
a continuous sum of unitary principal series. 
Note. The proof will give a precise formula for the decomposition. 
Finally we can prove the following: 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a connected reductive Lie group and (x, V) a 
square integrable (tempered) representation f G. Let H be a connected 
reductive subgroup of G. If V contains an H-irreducible subrepresentation W, 
then W is square integrable (tempered). 
Proof of Proposition 3. Let (rc, V) be a square integrable representation 
of G. Since G and H are Lie groups, we can write G = Xx H with Xc G 
a Bore1 measurable set such that dg = dx dh for a suitable Bore1 measure on 
X (for a proof cf. [ 10, Vol. I, p. 3751). Hence L*(G) = L*(X) 0 L’(H) and 
the restriction to H of the left regular representation of G is equal to 
dim(L*(X)) L*(H). Therefore, if W is a H-invariant, irreducible subspace of 
V, W is a direct summand of L*(X) @ L*(H). The fact that H acts trivially 
on L*(X) together with the irreducibility of W implies that W is equivalent 
to a submodule of L*(H). Now assume that V is a tempered irreducible 
representation of G and WC V is a H-invariant irreducible subspace. We 
want to prove that W is tempered. In [33 it is proved that the tempered 
spectrum of G(H) is equal to the support of the Plancherel measure of 
G(H). Hence we must prove that W is weakly contained in the left regular 
representation of H. Since V is tempered, it is weakly contained in the 
regular representation L*(G). By the characterization of weak containment 
in terms of matrix coefficients, [2, p. 3183, it follows that the restriction of 
V to H is weakly contained in L*(H) @ L2(X). By the characterization of 
weak containment in terms of ideals in the C*-algebra, [2, p. 661, it 
follows that W is weakly contained in L*(H). Therefore (rc, W) is a 
tempered representation. 
We now start proving Proposition 1. For this we need the following. 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group, having a compact Cartan 
subgroup T. Let H be a connected reductive subgroup of G. Let (z, V) be 
a square integrable irreducible representation of G. 
LEMMA 4. (n, V) restricted toH is a direct integral oftempered represen- 
tations of H. 
Prooj Fix K a maximal compact subgroup of G containing T. Then in 
[l] it is shown that there exists a finite dimensional representation z of K 
so that (z, V) is equivalent to a subrepresentation of Indg(t). Besides, they 
prove that the multiplicity of (z, V) in Indg(r) is one. Hence, the lemma 
will follow if we prove a similar statement for Ind$(r). Mackey’s restriction 
theorem says that there exists a measure p on H\G/K so that IndG,(z) 
restricted to H is equivalent to 
Indg, (xKx-l) 40). 
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Here ~~ is the representation of H n (xKx- ‘) defined by ~,(xkx~ ‘) = r(k). 
Now it is an easy consequence of the Harish Chandra explicit computation 
of the Plancherel measure for H that Indg(c) is a direct integral of tem- 
pered representations of H if E is a compact subgroup of H and (T is a finite 
dimensional representation of E [3]. Q.E.D. 
We now write this decomposition quite explicitly when G = SU(n, 1) and 
H= U(n - 1, 1) immersed in G via the map 
la 0 ... O\ 
h+ 
0 i ! 0 h adeth=l. 0 
Using the fact that U(m, 1) acts transitively by bilinear transformations on 
the unit ball of C” one easily finds that the orbits of H in the unit ball of 
C” are parametrized by the vectors (s, 0,O . .O), 0 <S < 1. If a, is the 
matrix 
then for a suitably chosen t 2 0, we have that (s, 0.. . 0) = a,. (0.. $0). Since 
the stabilizer of (0 . . . 0) in SU(n, 1) is K, we have that G = HA +K where 
A + = {a,, t > 0 j. That is, H\G/K is isomorphic to the half-open interval 
[O, 1). Let K,, = u(n + 1) 17 H = Kn H. A straightforward computation 
shows 
Hna,KatpL=HnK=Ko for every t 3 0, 
and if h E H n arKa,-’ then a;‘ha, = h. Thus r,,(k) = z(k) for every t 2 0, 
ke K,. Hence, if z0 denotes the restriction of r to K,, then Indg(r) 
restricted to H is equivalent to 
(5) s H\GIK Indg!(r,) &(x) = L’(H\G/K, p) 6c IndgO(rO). 
The action of H on the tensor product is trivial on L’(H\G/K) tensored 
with left translation on Indg&r,). 
Besides, the Harisch Chandra Plancherel theorem [3] says that if 0 is an 
irreducible representation of K, then 
x IndF(G 0 erv 0 1) p(B, v) dv, 
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where m(o, W) is equal to the multiplicity of B in W, P = MAN is a mini- 
mal parabolic subgroup of H, and Di are irreducible square integrable 
representations of H. N is a finite number. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let G = SU(2, l), H as above, and (71, V) an irreducible 
square integrable r presentation of G as in Proposition 1.Then no irreducible 
square integrable representation f H is a subrepresentation of (rc, V) 
restricted toH. 
We will defer the proof of this proposition to the end of the paper. 
We now are ready to conclude the proof of Proposition 1. In fact, (5) 
says that there exists a closed subspace W of L*(H\G/K, d,) so that V is 
equivalent (as H-module) to 
i, mi ( j, m(Ti, Dj)( W@ Dj)) 
+ i tj C j m(zi, Ind$!(6@e’“@l)) 
i=l aeti a* 
x(W@Ind~(i@e’“@l))~(~$v)dv. 
Here mi and ti are zero or one. The action of H is on Dj and on Indf. 
By Proposition 6, mi = 0, i = 1 - S. Thus (n, V) restricted to H is equiv- 
alent to 
which concludes the proof of Proposition 1. 
We now prove Proposition 2. 
Let (rc, V) be a nondegenerate limit of a discrete series of SU(n, 1). In [S, 
p. 5991, we can find a proof of the following facts: 
(i) (z, V) is a subrepresentation of a unitary principal series 
Ind,G(s @ 10 1) := U(6). Here, P = MAN is a minimal parabolic of G. 6 is 
a unitary irreducible representation of M and 1 is the trivial character of 
A(N). 
(ii) The orthogonal complement of V in U(6) is again a non- 
degenerate limit of discrete series. Therefore instead of restricting V to H 
we will restrict U(6) to H and then guess that half of this decomposition 
is that of V. The calculation of the restriction of U(6) to H is an easy 
matter if we use Mackey’s restriction theorem. 
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We know that SU(n, 1) acts transitively on Szn-’ = (xEC” : [/xI( = 1) 
by (think of vectors in C” as column vectors) 
.Z=(cZ+d)-’ (AZ+B). 
Let e be the vector in C” whose first entry is one, and all the others equal 
to zero. Then by definition P is the stabilizer of e. Hence if we write 
P = MAN (its Langland decomposition) we have that 
o ,AeU(n--l),din U(l)anddddet(A)=l 
and 
A=exp R 
( 
Recall that H is the subgroup 
0 ‘.. 
1 
00 . 
1 0 0 1 
deC, AEU(~--1, l),ddetA=l . 
H has two orbits in S2nP1. Namely 
= (zEs*“-’ :zl =O} 
and 
Besides 
H.e= {zES~“~’ q#O}=H/HnP. 
i 
d 0 ... 0 0 
H,:=HnP= : A ,d*detA=l, AEU(n-1) =M. 
0 0 ... 0 d i 
Since H.e is open in S**-‘= G/P and the other orbit of H in S*” - ’ has 
measure zero by Mackey’s restriction theorem [ 111, if we denote the 
restriction of a representation 0 to a subgroup L by Res,(o), we have 
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that Res,(U(G)) = Ind&(Res,,,(G)). Let K= U(n + 1) n SU(n, 1) and 
K0 = U(n + 1) n H. We know that K and K,, are maximal compact sub- 
groups of G and H, respectively, 
K,,= 
i 
d 0 
0 A 
h 
3 AEU(n-1), dhdetA=l 
K,=ZH,,, where Z=[ Do; h ...I,lh1=11. 
Note. Z is the center of H and Z n Ho is central in M. Since 6 is an 
irreducible representation of M, 6 acts by a character times the identity on 
the subgroup Han Z. Let &, denote the characters of Z that agree on 
H,,n Z with 6. For each x in Z,, S @x is a well-defined irreducible 
representation of K, on the same space that represents 6. Then we have 
that 
Ind$,(6) = @ Indg&G @ 1) = (Hilbert Sum) 
XSiO 
= 0 (6 miDi) 
xe& i= 1 
+ 0 c 1. (Ind&,(oO ei”  1)) 40, v) Ma, v). 
xeio UCAf/ ali 
Here m(a, v) is the multiplicity of Ind&(a@ eiy@ 1) in Ind~o(6,), which, by 
Harish Chandra’s study of the Plancherel measure of H is finite. And 
dp(a, v) denotes the Plancherel measure of H and P, a fixed minimal 
parabolic of H. Di denotes a discrete series representation of H with 
nonzero multiplicity mi in Ind&(6 Ox), N is a nonnegative integer, and 
m, = Horn&D,, 6 0 x). 
We now prove that N 2 1, for infinitely many 6 01. In fact, in [S, 
p. 5521, it is proved that Indz(G @ 10 1) (v = 0) is reducible if and only if 
three conditions (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied. (a) is easy, (b) is proved in 
C81, and (c) is pa(O) # 0. 
Now in [S, p. 5481 it is proved that pa(O) # 0 if and only if certain 
equality holds, which is true for approximately half of the representations 
of M. Certainly if one has a particular case in mind, these computations 
can be carried out without any difficulty. It is also clear that one can find 
6 so that U(6) is reducible and have very large highest weight. Since the 
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structure of the K-types of a limit of a discrete series of H are known [4], 
we have that certain limits of discrete series indeed occur in the restriction 
of V to H. This concludes the proof of Proposition 2. 
Proof of Proposition 6. Let’s begin recalling the notation G = SU(2, 1 ), 
K = group of unitary matrices in G; T= group of diagonal matrices in G; 
Y = the system of positive roots {PI, fiz, c( = fl, + fi2}; H = the connected 
subgroup of G so that the complexitication of its Lie algebra h,. is 
t, + gg, + g m82. Thus H is isomorphic to U( 1, 1) in the map 
d0 0 
AE U(l,l)+ 0 
( 1. 
ddetA=l. 
0 A 
We also have that k, = t, + g, + g_,. The center of k, is equal to Ker(a). 
The Killing form gives rise to an isomorphism between tc and t$ We will 
denote by H, the vector in t, corresponding to p E t& Let ( , ) denote the 
hermitian inner product induced by the Killing form on t$. From the 
Dynkin diagram we have 
WI, Bd = -1 
(Pi2 Pi) ’ 
and the length of pi and a is the same. Thus HP,-Pz spans Ker(cc) and the 
center of K is exp(RiHB, ~ aJ (i = fi, R = real numbers). The semisimple 
factor of h, is CH,,+ga2+g-82. For each root y let Z, = 2H,/(y, y). Then 
it is possible to select root vectors X, in gy so that 
xa= -x_,, Kal=Xa,, i= 1,2 
lx,, x-,1 = z,, [Z,, X,] = +2x,. 
We choose f according that y E Y ( -y E Y). Here X denotes the conjuga- 
tion of X with respect to the conjugation of g, = s/,(C) defined by su(2,l). 
Recall that 
LX +/317 X,,,l = X+a, - xx x,, = x/j, x ) 
X-,X-,=X_&,,, cx,, 9x,1 = -J- 8, ) [X.- kfrr, 3 x 1 = X,, 
Fix (rc, V) a representation of G. From now on we will denote the action 
of the universal enveloping algebra of g, on the subspace of smooth 
vectors for V by juxtaposition. By definition, a smooth vector in I/ is a 
lowest (highest) weight vector for h, if 
X-,,(u) = 0 (X,,(u) = 0). 
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Let H, be the subgroup of G corresponding to the Lie algebra h, such that 
hc=tc+g,,+g-p,. In an analogous way we define lowest and highest 
weight vectors for h,,. Let m = exp((n/2)(X-. - X,)). One easily checks 
that 
Ad(m)(+) = &,, i=l,2 
(6.1) Ad(m)W,d =X-,, i=l,2 
mH,m-‘= H, m is in K. 
The main reason for this is that m represents the reflection about a in t,. 
This reflection takes p, into -& and /Y& into -PI. 
Remark. A vector u in V is lowest (highest) for hi, if and only if m . v 
is highest (lowest) for h,. In fact, this follows from the equality, 
Xp2(m .v) = m((Ad(m-‘) Xp,)(v)) = m(X-,,(v)). Since we will be looking 
for lowest and highest weight vectors for hc in V we have reduced the 
problem to the following: Look for lowest weight vectors for both h and 
h, in V. Since we may interchange the rules of p1 and fiz we only need to 
look for lowest weight vectors for h,. 
From now on assume (n, V) is a square integrable representation of 
SU(2,l). Later on we will also need to assume that the Harish Chandra 
parameter is Y-dominant. Assume V has an irreducible H-subrepresen- 
tation W. Then Proposition 3 says that W is square integrable. Now 
Bargmann proved [6, p. 1231, that any square integrable representation of 
U(l, 1) either has a lowest or a highest weight vector for hc. By the above 
analysis we may assume that W has a lowest weight vector for h,. Now 
Schmid in [9] proved that any admissible, in particular, a unitary 
irreducible representation of G has a maximal smooth model. That is, V 
can be immersed in a locally convex complete vector space P such that: 
(a) G acts on f? Besides the inclusion is continuous and equivariant. 
(b) Every vector in p is smooth, that is, for every u in F the function 
g + z(g)u is smooth. In particular, the infinitesimal representation of 7~ in 
P is defined in the whole space P and the linear operators defining the 
action of the universal enveloping algebra of g, are continuous in l? 
(c) The multiplicity of any K-type in V is equal to its multiplicitiy in 
F Hence, the multiplicity of any K-type in P is finite. For each irreducible 
K-module 0 let P, be the projector of P onto the subspace of vectors that 
transforms under K according to cr (cf. [10, 4.4.2.11). Then Harish Chandra 
has proved that for any u in r, the series C, P,(u) converge absolutely to 
v in f? Thus, if v is in V a lowest weight vector for h,, we have that 
(7.1) 0 =X-,,(u) = c x-,,(P,(v)). CT 
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Therefore, we have reduced the problem of proving that W is equal to zero 
to prove that there are no lowest weight vectors for h, in v. 
Recall that h,=t,+g,,+g--B2. ker~2=CHBZ+2al=center of h,. Thus 
the differential of every character 8 of T can be written as 
0 = A((b2 + 28,)/2) + B&/2). The condition 8 being dominant, i.e., 
2(82 PiJi(Pi3 Pi) E z>CI for i= 1,2, becomes BE Z2, and 3A -BE 2Z.,, 
hence A is odd and B odd or A is even and B is even. 
Let us now assume that the square integrable representation (rc, V) has 
the Harish Chandra parameter I and that ,I dominant with respect to Y. 
Thus the character 0, of (n, V) restricted to the regular matrices in T 
agrees with function 
c WE w, E(O) fPi. 
@v=ny,, (er/2-e-Y/2)’ w,= { 1, S,}. 
Now 
n (ey/2-e-y/2)= (&2-,-2/2)e -a/2(1 -eu~)(l -eS2) 
)‘EY 
and 
e -w2y 1 _ esasl)( 1 _ e y = e-“/2( 1- $I)( 1 _ @2). 
Thus 
1 1 
~IVE~((ey/2_,-r/2)=(eai2_,-~i2) s,g>o esB’+R82+a’2 
Hence, 
1 = 
aI2 -a/2 c 
,&(WI + RBz + ~712) 
e -e .S.R>O 
w(i + Sl3, + RIIz + a/2) 
(e 
42 . 
S,R>O 
Now (~1, pi) > 0, i = 1,2. Thus A + Sfl, + Rfi2 is dominant integral with 
respect to ~1. Thus the Weyl character formula for U(2), together with 
the truth of the Blattner conjecture [4], implies that as a K-module, V 
decomposes according to irreducible K=representations of highest weight 
A + S/?, + R/l2 (S > 0, R B 0) and each one occurs in I/ with multiplicity 
one. 
For each S 2 0, R 2 0, fix a nonzero vector vs. R in V such that 
(7.2) 
x-,(v,, R) = o 
H(vs, R) = (A + @I + RB,)(W us, R, HE t,. 
Hence, this vector us, R is unique up to scalar. 
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Recall that if (a, F) is an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of 
kc of highest weight 0, and 2(8, a)/(~, a) = n, b being a positive integer, 
then we have dim, F= n + 1 and if u is a nonzero vector highest vector of 
F then a basis of F is {XIru, t =O, 1, . . . n}. Therefore an orthogonal basis 
of V is 
(8) p= (J-~Jb,R, t=o, L..., w+~+ms,O,R>O, 
where L = 2(A, a)/(~, CY) > 0. Recall that 2(pj, cr)/(cc, CI)= 1. 
We now compute the action of X,, on the vectors in P. 
Define 
LEMMA 9. 
x&S, R) = d”S+ 1, R 
X&S,R)=CUS,R+l 
~-~,(u~,R)=~O~~-l,R+dlX-aru~,R+I 
~-~~~~~,R~=~OU~,R-l+cC~--lU~+l,R 
X&k-f-au,, R) = d,x?~‘u _ S ,,R+dlX’.(uS,R+l) 
~-~,(x’,u,R) = cOx’muS, Rp 1 + c,x’_+,luS+ I. R 
X81(X*-aUS,R) =dl~‘~~‘u,.- f +d,X’.u,+l,R 
x-,,(x’,uS, R) = COXfzuS~ 1, R + c1 x’_+,luS, R + 1. 
Here, all the constants depend on the left hand side and on the line. 
However, they are always nonzero. 
COROLLARY. X,,,(w) # 0 for every w in P. 
Proof of Lemma 9. Bargmann proved (cf. [6, Chap. VI]) that if W is 
a unitary representation of H and W has either a highest weight vector or 
a lowest weight vector u then 
(10) 
Xau=O=H,u=nu with n>O 
XBu=O+Hpu=nu with n-co. 
(11) We say that a vector w in V has weight y (y E t$) if H. w = y(H) w 
for every H in tc. 
(12) If 8 is a root and w in V has weight y then X,w has eight 6 + y. 
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(13) The vectors XY,u,, R have weight A + S/I, + R/?? - ta. 
(14) X/3,(vs, R) # 0 Xp*(us, R) z 0. 
v=V.yR. If XP,(u) =O=Z-X-,,(u) #O, otherwise (71, V) would be a 
holomorphic discrete series; also X,(X-,,(u)) = X,, v = 0. Thus (6.1) implies 
that X-B2v = Mu, RV i, M # 0. Induction on R, the fact that X,X,( = X,!,X, 
and (6.1) finish the proof. 
(15) XP,,(x”;s+ % s, J #O. Otherwise, if m is a (6.1), we would have 
that m (Xk.; ‘+ R~S, R) = us, R is a highest weight vector, which contradicts 
(14). 
(16) X-p,(X’-,u, R) #O for every S, R and O<ttS+R+L. 
Otherwise, since XL; ‘+ R = X kzS+R--rXII and X_,,X_,= X-,X p,, we 
would contradict (15). 
(17) q?,K,vs, R )#0 for every S, R, and O<tgS+R+L. Because 
x’ xvS, R is equal up to a nonzero constant to X,KX4: ‘+ RvS, R, also, 
X,X, = X,X, and Xs,( X4-z ’ + R~,, R ) # 0 by the formal analogy of (14). 
(18) X- lvs, R # 0, X,X-,(a, R) # 0 for every S, R. In fact, the dimen- 
sion of the K-submodule generated by vs, R is L + S + R + 12 2 because 
L 2 1. Hence the sZ,-theory implies that XeZus, R # 0 and X,X &us, R #O. 
(19) X0,(0,, R) = cvs, R+ i, XB,(v,, R) = dv,, i, R with c and d nonzero. In 
fact, X,X,, = X,X,, hence (7.2) implies X,X,,(v, R) = X,,(X,u, R) = 0. 
Now (12), (14) together with (7.2) conclude the proof for b2. It is 
analogous for /I,. 
(20) Let ( ) be the G-invariant inner product in V. Thus P is an 
orthogonal basis of V with respect to ( ). We have that 
&A v, w) = -(v, XTP, w) for every v, w smooth vectors. This follows from 
the fact that for a unitary representation of G the adjoint X* of X in V is 
equal to -JZ. 
(21) Let u in I/ be a vector of weight i + Mb, + Np2. Then 
v= f c,x’.~M+*,N+,. 
r=O 
In fact, u=~~,~,~ ~;,~Xf~v~,~. Since v has weight A + MP, + N/3* we have 
that n+MB,+NB,=~+(p-t)p,+(q-t)BZ, thusp=M+t, q=N+t. 
(22) X-P,XBIus, R=dvs, R+ cX_,vs+,, R+ ], d<O, c #O. Let’s assume 
Pi=pl =/?. Then (14) (19), and (16) imply X.m8,XB,(t~s,R)#0. Now 
xXx-,x,uS, R = x-,x,x,vS, R f x,,x,u, R = x&x&(~s, R) #o 
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because of (19). Thus XolX-BXBvs,R=Mu,+,,.+, with M#O. Now 
X-$p~s.~=Ct.o cX,~s+t,R+r. Thus 
(x-@x&, RY OS, R )= cO /h,Rl?= -iix,u, R/t’> 
hence d = co < 0 and 
MU S+l,R+l=C,XaX~auS+l,R+l+ 1 CIXorXfarUS+r,R+t. 
I>2 
The s&(C)-theory implies that XaXIa~S+r, R+f is a nonzero multiple of 
rN’v S + I, R + I for t 2 2. All of these vectors are nonzero and linearly inde- 
pendent with us+ i, R+ 1, hence (19) says that c!=O, t~2, c,=M=c#O. 
(23) In the universal enveloping algebra of si(3, C) we have that 
X&XY, = XYorXB,$. (q + 1) XP&XY;‘, 
where {i, j} = (1,2}. This follows from XsXa = XeblXBi + XV8, and 
induction. 
(24) X-B2X-81US,R=CUS--1,R--+ddX--ar21S,R with c#O, d-co. In fact, 
x-&--fi,vS, R = c I>0 CJ’_,~s- l+t,R--l+l’ Thus 
cO b-11,R-1ii2= &72X--,%,R’ vS-l,R--l) 
= tvS, R, xfilxf12uS- I, R-1). 
Equation (14) says the last inner product is nonzero, hence co # 0. Write 
v=vS,R. 
cl )lx-orvS, Rit 2 = (x-,9~x-~,u~ x-,“) = to, Xfi,X&-au) 
= (v, &LqQ) + (0, x/&p14 
= (0, XaXfl,Xjz~) + (& q?*q?p) + (03 Xp,X-&T,u) 
=o- IIX~241z- llxp,~1124 hence c, # 0. 
The first inner product is zero because X-,X,, XP2v is up to a constant 
X-aUS+l,R+l~ which is orthogonal to v. 
c2 1JX-aul12 = (Xp,x-fi,o, XZ,u) = K,,(u), x,*x1,4 
=(x~8,v,x2.xB2v)+3(x~~,v,x~~,x~,u) 
=(u,X~,X2aX~zU)+3(v,X~,~-orX-~,u) 
= (II, XlaX~,&p) + 3(v, X-/&Jp*0) + 3(u, LX~,X/?,4 
+ 3(% X-&--p,u) 
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all the inner products are zero because of (22) and the orthogonality of P. 
Thus c2 = 0. 
Let us now see that c, = 0, r > 3. 
The S&(C)-theory implies that XR,+S+L+ ‘(u) =O. Thus 
O=~~l+S+R+I X-a2X-s,(U)= c C,Xi_+,R+S+L+'US--I+~,R--l+r. 
120 
Now the k, weight of u~~,+~,~-,+, is 
rq2,) + (S- 1 + t) P,(Z,) + (R - 1 + t) flZ(Za) ( $$- 
z, = 
Thus, if c, # 0 the s/,(C)-theory implies that 
t+R+S+L+l>l(Z,)+(s+r-l)~,(Z,)+(R+t-l)/?*(Za) 
=L+S+t--1+(R+t-1). 
Hence 3 > t, which concludes (24). 
(25) X-pzXp,(Xla~S,R)=~XI+,1~S+I,R+1+dXt~uS,R+fXf-~'~S-~,~~~, 
0 < t < L + R + S, and c, d, f nonzero. In fact, let u = us. ,s, (23), (22), (24) 
say that 
X~,,X,,(X’.u)=X~,,X’.X,,u+(t+ l)X-,,X~,,Xi_~;‘u 
=x’,(dUs,R+Cx.-.us+,,.+,) 
+(t+l)Xl_~‘(hu,_,,.~.,+pX_.u,,.) 
=cxf_+,‘u,+,,R+, +(d+(t+f)p)X'.",R 
+h(t+l)X!,'u,-,,.-,, 
where c, d, h, p are nonzero. Let d= d + p(t + 1). Then d i/X’ zus, RJJ *= 
llq?2x1-z us, RI/*, hence d # 0. 
x-pz("S, R) = cOuS, R- 1 + cIx--muS+ I. RY c,#O, Cl #O 
(26) x u 
- 82 S, R - ,Fo C,XLU.s+r,R-,+r. 
Since X,X_,, = X-,,A’, + X,, we have 
XaX-~~US,R=X~,uS,R=CUS+,,R~ c #O, 
=C,XxX-aVS+L,R+ c CtX,X'.US+r,R+r-l~ 
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Because of s/,(C)-theory and the orthogonality P we have 
c,=c#O and ct=o, ta2. 
(X-&,R? us-l,R)=co II%&-1112 
=- (U S, R? xp2”S- 1, R) z” 
because of (14), hence c0 # 0. 
(27) x-,,(x’$, R) = cOX:nVS, R- i + cix~;+,‘rs+ ,,R with Co, Cl aS in 
(26) and ci # 0. In fact, X-,X-, =X,X-,. 
(28) X_B,U~,R=~~U~-~,R+~~X-.U~R+~, &#O, d,#O. The proof is 
the same as (26). 
(29) xf12(x’d%, R ) = doik-f_;‘us- 1,R -I- d,X’,(U,, Rf 1). Because of (23), 
(19), and (28), we have 
(tf l)d,#O. If d,=d,(t+ l)+c,, then 
do V-i. orUS,Rf11(2=(XpzXlaus.R,XlaUS,R+1) 
= -v-‘,us, R, X’,X-,,uS,R+,)fo 
because of (19). 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 9, because the equalities for X+@, are - 
proven in a similar way. 
Let 52, be the Casimir operator for the semisimple factor of h,. Thus 
9, = C g”X,X,, where Xi is a basis of h, and g” is the inverse of the 
matrix of the killing form in the basis (Xi). Thus 
LEMMA 30. Q,(XL,os, R) = xi’= --1 hi(S, R, t)(xL~;~u,- i, R-i) with 
hi(S, R, t) # 0 for i = 1, - 1 and every S, R, t. 
PrOOf: Hb2 X’, Us, R = (A+ Sp, + R/l2 - ta)(HB2) xy,(u,, R). By (25) we 
have 
+ d+(l+@,+RB,-tcr)(H,,) 
[ 
+ (B2B2) 
-!- ((2 + WI + RPz - W(Hs2))2 1 x’,u, R. 
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We now are ready to find the lowest weight vectors for h, in the realization 
r of (rtl, V,). As before A is Y/-dominant and h, = t, f gp, + g - fi2. The 
center of h c is ker /?* = CH,, + 28,. From now on we will identify a character 
of T with its differential. Thus, a Z-basis of the character group of T is 
(31) 
Note that (/I2 + 2j,)/2 lifts to a character of H (is a central character). 
In particular, 
J=A (P2+2A)+& 
2 2’ 
The fact that ,I is Y dominant, i.e., 2(i,, /Ii)/@,, fij) > 0, implies that 
(32) B and (3A - B)/2 are positive integers, thus A and B are 
both even or odd. 
Any weight of tc in V is of the form 
(A +@I) 
I+sp~+Rj32-tC1=(A+S-t) 2 +(B+2R-S-t) + 
~20, R>O, S+R+L>,t>O, L=- 2(A a) > o 
(% a) . 
(33) Let u be in V a vector of t, weight I14(((8~ + /?,)/2) + N(B,/2) 
which is also a lowest weight vector for h,. Thus 
(34) v=z d,X’,v, R and x2. a*(U) = 0, 
where the sum is over all the triples (S, R, t) such that 
S+R+L>taO, S>O,RkO, S=M-A+t, 
R=$(M+N-A-B)+?. 
(35) All the triples that contribute to the sum belong to a line in R2 
and A+B+2(R-t)=M+N. 
(36) If (S, R, t)(S, R, t’) or (S, R, t)(S’, R’, t) satisfy (34) then S= S’, 
R = R’, t = t’. 
(37) Because of (10) we have that N > 0. 
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(38) Since S, R depends on t (actually they are increasing functions 
of t), we now prove: 
(i) If the first R is nonzero then v = 0. 
(ii) If the first R is zero and the first is nonzero, then v = 0. 
(iii) Later on ( ) we will prove that the case first R = 0 and first = 0 
only happens when A4 + N - A + B = 0, M - A > 0. We now see that these 
also imply u = 0. In fact, 
o=x-~~(v)=X-~~ C d,Xi-av,,--A+*, M+N;A-B+t) 
=c dtcJf_, 
( 
M+N-A-B 
v,,&A+t, 2 
+t-1 
) 
+c d,h,Xf_+,’ v,t-A+l+I? 
M+N-A-B+t 
2 > 
2 
where c, # 0, h, # 0 for every t (cf. Lemma 9). 
Since t B a 2 0, (1/2)(M + N - A - B) + a > 0, implies dac, = 0, 
d,c,+d,+,h,-,=O, t>a, hence d,=O, t>O, which proves (i). 
If u = C d,Xlavs+ t b a > 0, then Q,(v) = cv because u spans a 
H-irreducible subrepresentation of V. Hence, Lemma 30 says that 
1 d,(A,Xf_;‘u + B,X’,u + c,X::‘v) = c c d,XLv,, R’ 
t2Cl tta 
Thus (I’,A,X”,++ = 0. But A, # 0, hence d, = 0. Also 
o = x-,,(v) = x-,, C d,X’,v,, R
,,a 
=d,h,X-,(lis(,)+,,o)+d,+,h,+lX-,(us(,+l),R(,+,))+ ... 
with h, # 0 for every t > a. 
Hence d,h,= -d,+lh,+l, da+,&+,= -dO+r-ih,+,+, for t>a. Thus 
d,=O for every t, which proves (ii). To verify (iii), we note that 
A+B-M-N=0 says that S=M-A+-t, R=t, hence if we write 
M-A=P, 
v=d,vP,O+d,X-.vp+,,,+ c dtx’,~~+,,t. 
132 
The equality 
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implies that L&C, + d, h, = 0 with 
Cl = (q&P,,), ~P+l,oYIIL(UP+ 1.0)11’ 
A, = -(up+ 1.1, x&(uP+ ,,O))/Il~P. LOlIZ. 
Now Q2, = HT + H,, + X-,,A’,, with (H,, H,) = 1. Hence, sZ,(o,,) = 
(A + 2j’) up, 0 + w0 with w0 orthogonal to up, 0, 
A = ((A + ~P,W,V + (A + f%)(qiJ 
f= -wBIuP,o’ ~~z~P,o)/lI~P,o/12 
and Q,(X-,u,+ 1, ,) = Tu,,~+ w, with w1 orthogonal to u~,~. 
T=(u P+I, 13 ~,,~,,~~P,,~~/ll~P,0112. 
Now In,(u) =cu (u belongs to an H-irreducible module!) with 
c=(A+Pp,, r”+Pp,)-(A+P/?,,&). 
So we get the equations 
d,(A+2f-c)+2d,T=O 
dot, +d,h, =o. 
We now compute the determinant of this equation 
-(A+2f-c)h,+2c,T=D. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 
U P+L.o=~!3,uP,o ~P,l=xft2uP,o. 
V P+1,1=~B,~p2~P,0=~p*~c(,~~P.0~ W,~p,,=O) 
=x/3,uP,1=xp2uP,o 
/VP, all = 1. 
Then 
c,T= ' ~P+l,oo* lIuP+l, Ill2 
IIX- z”P+L”112 . 
By S&(C) theory we have that 
/IX- aus, ,dI* = (A + SP, + RB,, Co 11~s. d12. 
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Thus 
A-c=(~+PB,,~+PP,)+(1+PB,,p,)-(~+PP,,1+PB,) 
+(n+al,D2) 
= a1 + PPl, PJ. 
And 
-h,(A+2f,-c)= ” ~P+1,1112 
2 IIVP,ll12 
lb P+l,ol12 
2(A+W,, A)- ,,up,o,,2 
Hence 
D= II 
2 lb p+1, Al2 
uP+I,0)~2((~+(zJ+1)~1,cz)) “bp+1~o”2 
+ (A+ (P+ l)Dl? a)((n+fY,, P2)- IUP, 11t2n 
Now the Casimir operator of g is 
52,=H:+H:+H,,+H,,+H,+X-.X,+X_,,X,,+X-,,X,,. 
Since (n,, V,) has infinitesimal character A, we have that 
Q,(w) = ((A 2) - (P9 P))W for every V in W, 
where p=(1/2)(+.-)=a. 
If W=uSJ, @=I+@, +RP2, since X, w = 0, and H . w = 8(H) w, we 
have 
and 
(QG(w), w) = ((1, A) - (a, a))(w w) 
@J,(w), w)= -IlXp,wl12- IlXB,wI12+(4 Wlwl12+2(a, 0) llw/12. 
For w = up, o, we get 
In [ll, p.2211, Wallach proves ~]~~+~,~~~~=2((A,1)-(a,a))+ 
8 (IL + (P + 1) p, + p2)12, hence D # 0. This concludes the proof of Proposi- 
tion 6. 
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